
        
  

Check your answers on the next page! 

that may be found offensive or unpleasant 

Virtual Hooked on Books 

 

Flora & Ulysses by Kate DiCamillo 

Join library staff on Zoom for book chats & fun: Tues. July 27th at 7:00pm!   

Sign up for free through Eventbrite on our website!  

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/hooked-on-books-registration-113795908626 
 

 

Vocabulary Check 

In Flora & Ulysses, many of the characters have big vocabularies, especially William Spiver — he 

says all sorts of things that take Flora by surprise. 

Do you know what they mean? Try to match these words with their definitions. 

1. cynic    A) clearly written or drawn on a surface 

2. defiance   B) impossible to defeat or discourage 

3. malfeasance   C) used figuratively to mean “painted on” 

4. profound   D) completely under the surface of a liquid 

5. indomitable   E) caused 

6. inadvertently             F) something much less exciting/dramatic than anticipated 

7. submersion   G) a refusal to obey someone or something 

8. disdain    H) showing great knowledge 

9. emblazoned   I) always fearful or worried about something 

10. plastered   J) an obvious, extravagant exaggeration 

11. dictums   K) most significant enemy 

12. induced   L) well-known sayings that state important ideas or rules 

13. anticlimatic   M) accidentally; unintentionally 

14. neurotic   N) wrongdoing or misconduct 

15. hyperbole   O) contempt; scorn 

16. arch-nemesis   P) making something hard to understand 

17. obfuscation   Q) a very long period of time 

18. euphemism   R) to smile in an unpleasant or silly way 

19. eon    S) an inoffensive word or expression used in place of one  

 

20. smirk    T) one who believes that people are inherently selfish 

 

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/hooked-on-books-registration-113795908626


        
  

 

Vocabulary Check 

 

Answer Key 

 

1. cynic    T) one who believes that people are inherently selfish 

2. defiance   G) a refusal to obey someone or something 

3. malfeasance   N) wrongdoing or misconduct 

4. profound   H) showing great knowledge  

5. indomitable   B) impossible to defeat or discourage  

6. inadvertently   M) accidentally; unintentionally 

7. submersion   D) completely under the surface of a liquid 

8. disdain    O) contempt; scorn 

9. emblazoned   A) clearly written or drawn on a surface 

10. plastered   C) used figuratively to mean “painted on” 

11. dictums   L) well-known sayings that state important ideas or rules 

12. induced   E) caused 

13. anticlimatic   F) something much less exciting/dramatic than anticipated 

14. neurotic   I) always fearful or worried about something 

15. hyperbole   J) an obvious, extravagant exaggeration 

16. arch-nemesis   K) most significant enemy 

17. obfuscation   P) making something hard to understand 

18. euphemism   S) an inoffensive word or expression used in place of one 

that may be found offensive or unpleasant 

19. eon    Q) a very long period of time 

20. smirk    R) to smile in an unpleasant or silly way 

 


